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A Personal Note
I have been very fortunate in my study of the organ. I was lucky to have attended Oberlin College, where I was
inspired by fine teachers and brilliant fellow students. From there, thanks to a Fulbright Grant, I had the good
fortune to study the works of J.S. Bach with one of the world’s greatest interpreters, Anton Heiller of Vienna,
Austria. After 2 years there, I came to Boston to study with Yuko Hayashi. Heiller taught me Bach, and then Yuko
taught me Christa, how to get what was in my heart out into the room. She taught me how touch could shape a
phrase, how variety in attack and release could make the organ “speak,” how to manage wind, how to make a
room seem larger and more reverberant than it really is, and a mountain of “secrets,” as her students would
smilingly refer to her subtle tips and techniques.
The F minor Prelude and Fugue was one of the first pieces I played for her. It was immediately apparent she
adored Heiller as much as I did. Yuko had connected with him in Haarlem (the Netherlands) and at various
masterclasses around the world. Making connections was a particular skill of hers. She would bring the latest hot
talent from Europe or Japan to perform on the Fisk organ at Old West Church, and fully exploit the artist’s
presence to benefit her students at New England Conservatory. One of those artists was the genial, kind Klaas Bolt,
brilliant improviser and professor at the Sweelinck Conservatory. What a treasure for him to be in residence at the
NEC organ department! After a week of regular group lessons from him, many students stopped planning preludes
and postludes at their various church jobs, so skilled had they become at improvising. His Variations on Ontwaak,
gij die Slaapt (Awake, all who Sleep) is an improvisation that was recorded and later transcribed.
The fugue to Mendelssohn’s Prelude and Fugue in e minor works much better on the organ than on the piano. The
fugue subject, beginning with whole notes a major seventh apart, demands the sustaining power of the organ. It is
followed by a descending scale in dotted rhythm. Again, it is Yuko’s instruction that comes to mind: fast attack on
the eighth, slow release on the dot, barely open the pallet on the sixteenth. Hearing what happens at the
beginnings and ends of notes was one of her gifts to me.
Johanna Senfter, star student of Max Reger in Leipzig, left 9 symphonies, 26 orchestral works and concertos, very
much chamber music, and a handful of organ works. These chorale preludes are from a collection of ten. They are
little gems of counterpoint, dense, chromatic, and beautiful.
The Old West Organ Series, instituted and run by Yuko for decades, is still a staple of Boston organ life. I was
privileged to play on the series several times. One of my most memorable programs there included Cécile
Chaminade’s Concertino for Flute, which featured dear friend and Oberlin classmate Wendy Rolfe.
A herd of elephants, a murder of crows, a panel of judges, a school of fish – what does one call a grouping of
toccatas? An Extravagance! The Woodman piece was commissioned by my wife, Janis Milroy, in celebration of my
60th birthday. James Woodman began his NEC career as a Yuko student, but finished as one of mine. It was a
special delight to “share” him, and to move with him and Yuko through the changing relationships of student –
teacher – colleague – friend.
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